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Started by dentists for dentists.
Creates an additional benefit to being a member of
organized dentistry.
Produces significant savings for individual dentists.
We made a promise
not to supply gray (or black)
market goods.
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State Dental Association Affiliations

What TDSC is Doing
• Placing maximum orders with contracted
manufacturers
• Inventory is still trickling in
• Searching for new sources of PPE from FDA
and CDC approved lists
–
–
–
–
–

ASTM Level 1-3 masks
N95 masks
KN95 masks
Face shields
Disposable lab coats
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–
–
–
–

Waterproof aprons
Infrared thermometers
COVID test kits
Disinfecting agents

What TDSC is Doing
• Vetted 60+ leads to date
• Receiving 5-10 new leads per
day
• 11-point checklist
• Welcome to send us any leads

1.

Manufacturer name as
it appears on CDC website

2.

FDA registration letter

3.

FDA clearance number

4.

FDA product codes

5.

FDA 510 K clearance letter,
CE certification,
EU approval letter

6.

Manufacturer #s for
products

7.

Pricing

8.

Shipping info

9.

Samples of product

10. Minimum order quantities
CDAONLINE.ORG

11. Payment info

Real vs. Counterfeit Mask
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Image sourced from CDC

Real vs. Counterfeit Mask
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Real vs. Counterfeit Mask

Images sourced from CDC
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Real vs. Counterfeit
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Real vs. Counterfeit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claims to access of large quantities of 3M masks
Claims 3M N95 masks are one size fits all
Samples not available
FDA logo on the packaging or mask
Large minimum order quantities
Cannot provide pricing
Want letter of intent prior to pricing
Want payment through escrow account with large
percentage down
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Who You Should Trust
• Well-known dental supply companies that you have
worked with before like:

Who You Should Question
•
•
•
•

Marketplace
Brokers
Supplies you have NOT worked with
Unfamiliar online sources
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What to expect when inventory
becomes available
• Expect PPE supplies to come back incrementally
• Expect well known dental suppliers to get them
directly from the manufacturers as soon as they
become available
• Expect higher prices that could vary widely until the
supply market stabilizes
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Resources
CDC Approved Manufacturer List for N95 Masks
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/topics/respirators/disp_part/N95list1sect3-yz.html
CDC Counterfeit Site
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npptl/usernotices/counterfeitResp.html
FDA Emergency Use Authorization List (companies and products by category)
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergencyuse-authorizations#covid19ppe%20https://www.fda.gov/media/136664/download
FDA Authorized N95 and KN95 manufacturers in China
https://www.fda.gov/media/136663/download
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•

PPE
Questions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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What is known about the KN95 masks?
How do we get PPE but not deplete resources for local
hospitals?
What filter should be used for 3D printed N95 masks?
Will the N95 masks be 1 mask per patient?
Can we still open our office if we don’t have all the required
PPE that is necessary?
Are we at risk of being sued or blamed if staff or patients
become ill if we are not fully protected?
How can we start back around April 27 if we can’t get the
required PPE?
Should patients requiring a handpiece to treat their dental
emergency be referred to someone who has these masks?
What is the definition of a "surgical mask?”
Four of seven staff members failed the N95 fit test. What
should I do now?
In rural areas, it is not easy to refer to specialists. Any
advice here?
Are we front line workers or not? Are we helping keep
people out of the ER or not? How can we be both essential
but not essential enough to work while protecting ourselves
and our staff?
What is the new routine when having to stop mid-procedure
and perform a hygiene exam in another room and then
return to the procedure?
Does a face shield need to be worn with loupes and an N95
mask for every patient? Or only when using the high-speed
hand piece?
What about attire and PPE for hygienists?
Will there be a way to charge for the extra PPE?
Are face shields one time use per patient?
Is UV light beneficial to help disinfect?

PPE
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Infection
Control
Questions
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•

•
•
•
•
•
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Is there anything we can do to limit the virus in the aerosols
we create with our hand pieces? Like adding something to
our water supply to neutralize the virus that wouldn’t be
toxic to the patient?
What are the requirements for attire for the doctors and
staff?
Should scrubs only be laundered at work, or could scrubs
be washed at home as long as some kind of lab coat or
disposable gown was worn all day?
We have the parents sign medical histories and informed
consent forms on our computers with a mouse. How can we
avoid having everyone touch everything? Can we get a
verbal consent and write it in the chart wherever needed?
Dentists are likely the some of the last people on the list as
far as infection guidelines are concerned but I would argue
that we are at the greatest risks next to emergency room
personnel. If you have any communication about what is
going on behind the scenes, it would ease a lot of minds.
Have there been discussions regarding negative pressure
treatment rooms or equipment?
If we do a procedure that produces aerosol. It is safe to
closed that op for a couple hours before using it again?
Would an Isolite type system be considered acceptable for
helping to reduce potential aerosolization during dental
procedures?
Will universal precautions change when we go back to
work?
Most orthodontists and parts of pediatric offices are open
bay treatment areas. We obviously cannot do massive
construction projects to remodel for opening. What
engineering controls are recommended for multi-chair
treatment bays?
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Clinical
Questions
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Should we not see vulnerable patients (i.e. those over 65
years old or immunocompromised)?
Should we have hygiene hand scale instead of use
ultrasonics?
Have any of the dental offices you’ve mentioned as being
COVID positive in Colorado actually known if they caught it
or transferred it in the dental setting?
Have there been discussions regarding the requirement of
having patients pre-rinse with peroxide or other
antimicrobial rinses.
If an emergency patient, who needs to be seen during this
time (for say a tooth extraction) also has other carious
lesions, does the CDA advocate for using SDF?
If there are asymptomatic vital teeth with profound/deep
decay encroaching the pulp chamber or decay into the pulp
chamber, do you recommend these be treated during
COVID with the appropriate pulp therapy and restoration
provided the dentist and dental assistant is wearing
appropriate PPE?
I have several patients that I started root canals on several
weeks ago. Do we have any guidance regarding finishing
these before they re-infect?
Will GA services for our patients be able to resume on May
1? Specifically, the in-office setting?
There has been discussion around cutting dry to reduce
aerosols. What are your thoughts regarding this?
In oral surgery and endodontics if there is a large space
infection, there likely could be a fever and putting the
patient on an antibiotic does not always resolve the issue
and some studies show it could make the swelling
worse. What should we do?

Buccal Space Infection
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Submandibular Space Infection
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Canine Space Infection
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Are we on track to open on April 27?
Is the CDA petitioning the Colorado Insurance
Commissioner to mandate that dental insurance
companies accept two cleanings per year instead of one
cleaning every six months?
Has the CDA been in any discussions with insurance
companies in regard to helping their providers with
stipends or pre-payment during this time of closure?
Has OSHA developed guidelines for dental PPE and
protocol? When is OSHA expected to provide this?
If our costs are increasing, has there been any discussion
for insurance codes for new PPE requirements?
Has anyone from the CDA considered talking with local
hospital systems or the Governor's office to see if we could
get local funding to build some type of dental clinic that
would have negative pressure/HEPA filtration, etc.?
Do you know how dental communities in other countries
have responded to this?
Will dentists in Colorado be allowed to test patients for
COVID-19? Also, when available, will dentists in CO be
able to administer COVID-19 immunizations?
What is the CDA's position on dentists providing in office
testing for COVID? Does the CDA have any initiatives on
this subject with the Dental Board?
I’m curious what role we can play with the antibody tests
that the supply companies are selling? If so, who pays for
the test? The dentist or the patient?

•

Regulatory
Questions

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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What is my liability if one of my staff contracts coronavirus
while working?
What is my liability if one of my staff has coronavirus and is
asymptomatic but transmits the virus to one of my
patients?
How are new dentists being advocated for? We have
crushing school debt, we have practice loans, and now we
are taking on more debt through the EIDL/PPP loans to
have a practice to go back to (being promoted as
forgivable, but with many loopholes). We are filing for
unemployment. We are not taking paychecks to help our
practice survive.
If DORA, CDC, CDA or ADA has not updated the
procedure recommendations PRIOR to offices opening for
ROUTINE dental treatment, what is the plan for each
office?
If an employee dentist or hygienist is uncomfortable going
back to doing ROUTINE treatment, knowing the risk of the
virus, what can be suggested, or recommended for them?
Will Colorado open on May 1 to at least the ADA
recommendations for urgent and emergent care?
When will CO come online for resuming general operative
care and preventive care?
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, treatment has been deferred
for so many children for an extended time. Is it possible to
expand the OCS capability for general dentists to increase
access to timely treatment to children in Colorado?

Regulatory
Questions
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•

We ALL want to go back to work; however, we also know
that current universal precautions DO NOT protect against
the transmission of COVID-19, especially in the presence
of aerosol producing procedures. If dental offices choose to
open with a haphazard approach to ATD infection control
procedures this could contribute to an increase in the
COVID infection transmission rate, affecting our patients,
team members and ourselves. I am concerned that
opening without clearly MANDATED guidelines could result
in dental offices becoming hubs of COVID transmission,
which could FORCE governing bodies to close all dental
offices down for even longer. When can we expect PPE
guidelines for non-emergency dental care, and should we
remain closed until our dental supply chain is able to
support these requirements? Will there be a government
mandate to enforce this closure?

Resources

ADA Website:
www.ada.org/virus
success.ada.org/en/wellness
CDA Website:
www.cdaonline.org/covid19
www.cdaonline.org/wellness
MDDS Website:
www.mddsdentist.com/covid19
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